Based on IPC-610H industrial control computer low voltage self-starting control system of motor group
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Abstract

This paper proposed taking IPC-610H as the controlling core, a monitoring picture is established via configuration software, implemented with a remote or local monitoring and control, a low voltage self-starting system of motor group are achieved with accurate determination and rapid response.
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1 Introduction

Flashover voltage loss of power network, generally speaking, doing to lightning, short circuit and other reasons made a brief loss of power or voltage fluctuations in a short time. Generally within a few hundred milliseconds, which will lead to the suction insufficient by the electric ac contactor and release enough work motor to stop running. When the network voltage returns to normal, before flashover the running state of the motor cannot be automatically restored to the normal running state before flashover. For chemical industries, if the flashover voltage loss cannot restore in time and resulted to the manufacture stopped, large loss, fault and damage of the production facilities, and even accidents may happen [1]. After the flashover, the automatic starting device of motor groups shall be the evitable choice to deal with the stop of the manufacture process doing to the flashover voltage loss [2].

2 System project design

In order to deal with the motor self-starting after the power network flashover, the system adopts the way of industrial control computer. In the plan that the motor group self-starting is realized by the industrial control computer, the wave shaped record of the network current and voltage and the historical data storage can be achieved to help the field personnel and engineers to analyze the running status of the power network. The running status of the motor in the process of power network flashover can be recorded, and the starting in batches of the motor can also be achieved based on the running status of the motor at the moment of the power network flashover after the power network gets back to the normal condition, moreover, the system can quickly restore the reliable operation of the production equipment under the premise of safety to meet the power network.

3 System hardware

For the system hardware design, the modularization of the hardware configuration of the system shall be strived to be achieved on the basis of the reliable and accurate operation of the system resulting in a simple and clear whole hardware system. Which is convenient to be used and maintained, and the failure rate of the system operation is reduced; the low voltage self-starting system of the motor group (as shown in Figure 1) controlled by the industrial control computer works via Yanhua IPC-610H industrial control computer and adopts computer interface technology, rapid detection technology and network communication technology. Moreover, taking the 32-bit industrial control computer as the core of the detection and control [3], the system detects and stores the running status and power network parameters of each motor in the working field and realizes the display on the LCD via the configuration software running on the industrial control computer.

Through the current transformer and power network bus, the low power network current and voltage are sent to the isolated conversion module. From which the standard power signal is transmitted to the AI analog acquisition boards of the computer interface to finish the detection of voltage and current on the spot. The related settings in the configuration software shall be done to realize the rapid
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acquisition and display of the parameters data. Through the signal collection of the secondary passive nodes of the electric main circuit contactor, the settings shall be done in the configuration software to realize the one to one correspondence of the display status and switch acquisition point, and to make sure the input correct; through the internal procedure control of the configuration software, the corresponding intermediate relay is controlled based on the control of the computer interface DO digital output board according to the input signal status, and control signal is output on the relay to control the motor starting and running.

When the flashover in certain power section or voltage loss in a short time appears, the computer shall store the working motor status in the circuit at the moment of flashover and times of the flashover voltage loss. If the time of the actual flashover voltage loss is within the set flashover time limitation, the computer shall start the self-starting procedure of the motor group after the power voltage gets to the normal condition. And conduct the motor group automatic starting operation based on the locale technological requirements in the set starting delay time and sequence, and then finish the self-starting process of the whole motor group in a reasonable time interval; if the actual flashover voltage loss time exceeds the set flashover time, it shall be the power down fault of the power network, then the self-starting procedure of the motor group shall not be executed and the alarming shall ring. During the whole process of the flashover voltage loss or power network power down, data storage in time sequence shall be done on all running parameters by the configuration to offer reliable data basis for the analysis on the whole events by the managers.

4 System designed and implementation of computer software

The system adopts KIGNVIEW control software, which features with strong adaptability, good openness, easy expansion, economy, short develop cycle and other advantages [4], can conduct real time detection on and record of the power network current and voltage (as shown in Figure 2-3) and the historical data storage, check and print, can record the motor running status in the power network flashover process (as shown in Figure 4) and also can conduct the starting in batches according to certain technological requirements after the power network gets back to the normal condition [5].
flashover voltage loss achieves. The detection cycle on the power network parameters in the running process of the monitoring software shall be 10ms, and the detection cycle on the motor running status shall be 1s, the motor group self-starting procedure may be conducted at the moment the power network is fluctuant. And the flashover voltage loss status can be captured accurately, a quick response may be made to realize the advantage of rapid starting.

4.2 ACCURATE DETERMINATION ON THE INCIDENTS

The flashover voltage loss, the voltage fluctuation and power down incidents in the power network can be identified and judged accurately to respectively conduct the safe and reliable response, and no faults in determination and operation which shall result in huge loss shall exists.

4.3 THE RESTART CURRENT IS LOW

Taking the voltage and current signal collected from the power network as the basis of the restart, the motor group shall be re-started in batches after the voltage gets back to the normal condition. Which reduces the impact conducted by multiple motors started in the same batches, ensure that the total current of the power network motor in the starting process shall not too large and therefore each motor can be started in a steady and reliable condition.

4.4 QUICK RESPONSE

The automatic start is accurate and reliable, and the Lights Out can be realized.

4.5 HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERFACE IS FRIENDLY

The flashover incidents and the starting condition of each motor in the control can be recorded automatically in tabular form to offer checks for the users. And the data check shall not affect the self-starting function. The system also bears the data transmission interface which can realize data sharing.

4.6 GOOD EXPANSIBILITY

Function expansion can be done according to the needs. To enhance the usability of the application program, the command language shall be written to expand the function of the application program [6].

Command language of the application program:

Start up: \% site working manner = 0;
In operation: each 1000ms
if (% site \ startup voltage setting <= % site \ A phase voltage on Section I & & % site \ B phase voltage on Section I)
   working manner = 0;
else
   working manner = 1;
if (% site \ startup voltage setting <= % site \ C phase voltage on section I & & % site \ startup voltage setting <= % site \ A phase voltage on Section II & & % site \ startup voltage setting <= % site \ B phase voltage on section II & & % site \ startup voltage setting <= % site \ C-phase voltage on section II)
   startup allowance = 0;
else
   startup allowance = 1;
if (% site \ startup allowance = 0 & & % site \ quantity >= 30)
   change+1;
   close+1;
   working manner = 1;
if (% site \ quantity >= 30)
   change+1;
   close+1;
   working manner = 1;
else
   change+1;
   close+1;
   working manner = 1;
if (% site \ working manner = 1 & & % site \ abnormal time & & % site \ abnormal time = % site \ flashover time setting)
   % site \ delaying startup time = % site \ delaying startup time + 0.001;
   % site \ flashover voltage loss fault = 1;
else
   % site \ flashover voltage loss fault = 0;

FIGURE 3 Historical curve of power network parameters

FIGURE 4 Monitoring menu of the motor running status
not enough information to understand the content
5 Conclusion

Automatic starting hardware and software of the motor group controlled by industrial control computer is reliable with a strong capability of anti-jamming. By utilizing it, the determination and treatment on the flashover voltage loss and power down faults of the power network in the sulfur recovery device of the oil refinery, the group automatic starting operation with high speed and reliability on the motor group is finished after the flashover voltage loss and also resolves the problem that the automatic starting cannot be done when power down happens in the network voltage loss. After operated in the sulfur recovery device of Oil Refinery of Jilin Petrochemical Company, Ltd., PetroChina, the system runs well and reduce the economic loss caused by flashover faults.
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